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DEREK BUCKLE

Hidden Zanskar
Exploration of the Korlomshe Tokpo1

For our 2015 expedition to India, we were again attracted to the Zanskar 
region of  Ladakh, drawn by its relative remoteness, opportunities for 

exploration and the chance to attempt high, hitherto unclimbed mountains.  
A further potential advantage was that Zanskar, blocked as it is by the 
Himalaya to the south, is largely protected from the impact of  the monsoon, 
with an arid terrain similar to that of  Tibet. Having previously climbed in 
Zanskar’s Pensilungpa valley, the source of  the Suru river2, we were keen 
to travel further south to investigate one or more of  the valleys closer to 
Padam, situated at the junction of  the Doda and Zanskar rivers. Padam is 
currently accessed via a single road from Kargil, on the main road between 
Leh and Srinagar. The Padam road initially follows the Suru to the Pensi La 
and then the Doda river from the pass.

Hidden Zanskar: the team named Peak 5916, left, ‘Kusyabla’, the Ladakhi  
word for monk. The peak on the right is Peak 5947, called ‘Temple’.  
(All images Derek Buckle)

1. Buckle, D, Alpine Journal 118, 2014, pp15-23.
2. Sakamoto, K, American Alpine Journal 84, 2010, pp286-287.

Knut Tønsberg on the first ascent of Temple (5947m).

This arduous journey involves some 236km of  backbreaking unmade 
track that is often washed out, although the need to maintain access to Padam 
ensures it is kept navigable. Everything is likely to change when the embry-
onic direct road from Leh, following the Zanskar river itself, is completed. 
The likely impact of  this new road is already evident in Padam, where hotels 
and other new buildings are under construction, although it may be several 
years yet before the expected increase in visitors becomes a reality.
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While trekkers and mountaineers have visited several of  the major valleys  
south of  Padam, large swathes of  this relatively inaccessible area have  
received little attention. The Raru or Reru valley in particular has become 
popular following an exploratory visit in 2009 by a senior Japanese team 
led by Kimikazu Sakamoto.3 More recently, Sakamoto has made other trips 
to Zanskar, but we were especially interested to read the account of  his 
2012 expedition to the Temasa nala and subsequent exploration of  the lower  
Korlomshe Tokpo4. His was the first party to enter this tributary valley 
where he identified and assigned major peaks in the vicinity of  the Temasa 
nala based on an alphanumeric notation. Twenty-one hitherto unclimbed 
peaks were identified and photographed. Following extensive correspond-
ence with Kimikazu Sakamoto we selected several potential objectives in 
the Korlomshe Tokpo cirque for which he generously provided information 
and photographs.

After reviewing the commercially available terrestrial maps in combina-
tion with Google satellite images we hoped to establish camps high on the 
Korlomshe glacier during late August to early September from which to 
explore its upper reaches and attempt one or more of  the unclimbed peaks 
of  the high cirque. The absence of  readily available high quality maps was 
a distinct disadvantage during our early planning, but Sakamoto’s detailed, 
annotated sketch map of  the topography surrounding the Temasa nala was 
extremely helpful.4 While satellite pictures indicated that most, if  not all, 
the major peaks had rocky summits guarded by precipitous walls, extended 
glacial fingers appeared to offer several weak points in the cirque’s upper bas-
tions. Only close inspection would establish whether or not this was the case.

First we had to transfer the team – myself  as leader, Drew Cook,  
Gus Morton, Knut Tønsberg and Stuart Worsfold – our support staff  and 

assorted food and equipment to a suitable base camp. Initially everything 
went to plan as we drove the short distance from Padam via Bardan Gom-
pa to Pibchu, where we had arranged to pick up horses. It was here the  
first problems began. Miraculously, the eight horses we had requested  
morphed into ten rather small donkeys that one of  the locals had man-
aged to borrow from other villagers. Since donkeys have only about half  the  
capacity of  horses, it was immediately evident that we had insufficient  
carrying capa city. By sheer chance, however, we managed to recruit five  
extra horses that were coincidently returning to the village as we left. With-
out these additional animals the interminable ascent to an impromptu camp 
at the Chokmetsik springs, just 6km up the Temasa nala, would have been  
impossible. Laden donkeys are not suited to the terrain of  the Temasa nala 
and they struggled under their 40kg loads, frequently dislodging them on 
projecting boulders and having to have them removed on less stable ground. 
Being taller, and stronger, the horses performed considerably better. As it 
was, we lost a day with the interim camp and were obliged to locate base 
camp near the confluence of  the Temasa nala and Korlomshe Tokpo at only 
4,153m, rather than at 5,000m in the latter valley as anticipated.

Exploration of the Korlomshe Tokpo
With base camp situated beside the Temasa nala, several trips up the Kor-
lomshe Tokpo were necessary in order to both locate and stock an advance 
base camp (ABC) from which we could explore and climb the upper reaches.  
(See map overleaf.) This was not helped by yet another setback when  
one of  our high-altitude porters (HAPs) became unwell and wasn’t able 
to carry loads. As a result we did much of  the early carrying ourselves, 
although Malkeet ‘Maly’ Singh, our liaison officer, helped enormously by 
transporting more than his fair share of  the equipment and food needed for 
an extended stay above base camp. The first two forays explored a variety 
of  options to optimise the route through a kilometre of  boulder-fields, and 
to limit the number of  lateral moraine crossings we had to make, but rarely 

An annotated panorama of the view from the summit of Kusyabla  
showing the peaks around the Korlomshe Tokpo valley in Zanskar.

3. Sakamoto, K Himalayan Journal 68, 2012, pp125-137.
4. Altitude and position recorded by GPS.
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was the same path followed in its entirety. After establishing two high gear  
stashes we eventually located ABC at 5,135m close to a small fresh-water 
tarn fed by glacial melt-water. This was undoubtedly the site used by the 
2012 Japanese team since it fitted their description with fair accuracy.

The views from ABC were impressive. Dominating the southern aspect 
was the impressive north wall of  T10 (5957m) and to the north loomed the 
equally steep south face of  T11 (5908m). Neither looked attractive proposi-
tions from this position. What did appeal to us was a prominent snow peak 
to the northwest of  T10 that we felt was approachable via a glacial tongue 
running east-south-east towards the main glacier. Closer inspection showed 
that this tongue was continuous and offered a viable proposition.

After precariously crossing the icy Korlomshe Tokpo early on 1 September,  
Drew, Gus and I soloed the easy but penitente-covered tongue until it turned 
left and steepened. At this point we roped up before climbing the consist-
ently angled slope – up to 40° – to the south-east ridge. The north-west ridge 
of  T10 rose impressively on our left as we continued rightwards to climb a 
steep, 40° corniced ridge to a small rocky summit to make the first ascent 
of  Peak 5916 at Alpine AD).5 In addition to the obvious feature of  T10, the 
view west overlooked the awesome east face of  T9 (6107m), the peak that 
we had designated as one of  our primary targets. It was immediately clear 
that we would not be attempting this peak, separated as it was from us by a 
long and difficult knife-edged ridge. To the north-west, however, was another  
attractive option that we considered might be approachable from a camp 
higher up the main glacier. We subsequently named Peak 5916 Kusyabla, 
the Ladakhi word for monk.5 As we had seen few crevasses, and found it 
easier to climb the ultimate ridge un-roped, we retraced our path back to 
ABC solo. Three days later Knut made the second ascent of  Kusyabla with 
Maly following the same route.

With little more that we could hopefully achieve at ABC, we spent a day 
trekking up the main glacier to the upper headwall, intending eventually 
to establish a high camp within reasonable reach of  some climbable objec-
tives. It was soon evident, however, that no straightforward access to either  
T11 or T13 (6436m) lay within the capabilities of  our team. Nonetheless, we 
were drawn to the Matterhorn-like peak (6050m, on the Olizane map, but 
probably much higher) that formed the centrepiece of  the headwall cirque.  
But first we had to carry enough gear and provisions to establish a high 
camp at 5,500m directly beneath the ‘Matterhorn’.

By 7 September, with Stuart having earlier decided to return home for 
personal reasons, the remaining team were together again at the high camp. 
Drew, unfortunately, was now suffering from a disconcerting dizziness of  
unknown origin so reluctantly decided to rest rather than climb higher.  
On 8 September, therefore, Gus, Knut and I reached the east face of  the 
‘Matterhorn’ via a broad glacial spur before roping up when the face steep-
ened to 45° or 50 ° – Alpine D. Five or so long pitches later, with the ice fan 
narrowing as it approached the rocky ridge, it was evident the summit was 
still some way off. Unfortunately, despite the lack of  technical difficulty,  
time was no longer on our side. After reaching c5,900m, we reluctantly 
agreed to descend. Four full-length abseils, one off  an impressive natural  
ice thread, led to easy ground and a relatively quick return to high camp.

Next day Gus returned to base camp to investigate rock-climbing possi-
bilities in the Temasa nala while those left behind rested at high camp.  
A quick stroll to the medial moraine convinced us that a viable route did 
indeed exist to the peak we had earlier identified from Kusyabla, and we 
planned to attempt this next. With Drew still concerned about his dizziness 
he wisely decided to descend on 10 September while Knut and I crossed 
the Korlomshe glacier to the peak’s east-north-east face. Solo climbing on 
continuous 45° corrugated ice led ultimately to a narrow col, right of  an 
impressive cornice at c5,800m, that offered superb views of  the north-west 
ridge of  Kusyabla. Keeping right, we then climbed steeply (50°) towards the 
north-west to stay left of  an obvious short rock tower on the summit ridge.

Some 4h 30m after leaving camp we arrived on the compact summit of  
Peak 5947 to make the first ascent (Alpine AD). As on Kusyabla, the views 
were far-reaching and magnificent. Kusyabla dominated the foreground to 
the south-east, with T10 close behind, but it was the imposing bulk of  T9  
to the south-west that caught the eye. To the north was the ‘Matterhorn’ 
and beyond that was T13, the valley giant. More distant were peaks to the 
south of  the Temasa nala, with the glaciated face of  R3 (6036m) standing 
out. Resisting the urge to linger we returned to the high camp by the route 
of  ascent. We chose to call this peak Temple to reflect the characteristic  
pulpit-like structure on its summit ridge and to retain a tenuous link with  
the choice of  ‘monk’ for our earlier peak.

With time now running out we evacuated high camp next day, with Knut 
and I carrying excessively heavy loads as far as ABC. Here we left all but 
essential items to be collected by Maly and the HAPs the following morning 

Sketch map of the Korlomshe Tokpo with routes followed in red.

5. We chose to call the mountain ‘monk’ for two reasons. First, Pemba, one of  our HAPs, had spent 14 years 
training as a monk and only left the monastery three months before our expedition. He spent one intriguing 
evening recalling the experience. Second, we likened the scenery to that of  the Mönch in the Bernese Oberland.
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and then rejoined the rest of  the team to enjoy base camp before returning 
home. Having base camp low down in the main Temasa nala should have 
made its dismantling on departure a straightforward affair, but again we 
encountered unexpected problems. After much checking and confirmation, 
eight horses were ‘guaranteed’ to arrive late on 13 September, but when we 
looked out of  the tents the following morning lo and behold they too had 
metamorphosed. This time it was into one donkey and four porters, one of  
whom was well into his prime. In no possible way would this be adequate  
to transport our gear back to Bardan.

The solution was to carry down our personal gear and leave camp equip-
ment and two support staff  to descend later when the horses did eventually 
arrive. Needless to say the horses failed to materialise, obliging the residual 
support team to return empty-handed just as we left for Padam. It necessi-
tated a night hike with 11 local porters to retrieve what had been left behind 
and some serious negotiation over how much they were to be paid. Fortu-
nately, once we reached Padam there were no further significant problems. 
The two-day drive to Leh, the flight to Delhi and a meeting with the Indian 
Mountaineering Federation were still ahead of  us, but these were unavoid-
able, and in the euphoria of  success passed uneventfully.
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Summary
In August and September 2015, Derek Buckle, Drew Cook, Gus Morton, 
Knut Tønsberg and Stuart Worsfold explored the Korlomshe Tokpo valley  
in the Zanskar region of  India. From an advance base camp at 5,130m 
Buckle, Cook and Morton made the first ascent of  Peak 5916 (‘Kusyabla’) 
via the south-west ridge (AD) on 1 September. Three days later Tønsberg 
and liaison officer Malkeet Singh made a second ascent by the same route. 
After establishing a high camp at 5,500m on the Korlomshe glacier Buckle 
and Tønsberg successfully made the first ascent of  Peak 5947 (‘Temple’) via 
its east-north-east face and south-east ridge (AD) on 10 September. From the 
same high camp Buckle, Morton and Tønsberg also climbed to c5,900m on 
the east face (D) of  the 6,000m+ Matterhorn-like peak due west of  the camp.
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Morton and Tønsberg descending from the c5,900m highpoint on the east face (D)  
of the 6,000m+ Matterhorn-like peak due west of their high camp. This is marked 
as 6050m on the map, but is likely much higher.

The peak T9 (6107m) seen from Kusyabla.


